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In the past, we’ve shown travellers what they can do in 

Canada with informational content. We were like a travel 

guide, introducing experiences and following influencers 

as they go through an itinerary close to their interests. 

Example Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-4b3I7ULeg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-4b3I7ULeg
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But, travellers want more than an experience - they want to 

be changed, they want to be moved. They want a deeper

connection with culture through a change of perspective and 

self-reflection.



“People everywhere are wanting 

to embrace emotion.”

Kevin Roberts
Lovemarks: The Future Beyond Brands
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1 in 2 travellers identify themselves as a transformational traveller

HighestLowest

Source: Global Tourism Watch, 2018
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The traveller’s journey

Destination 

travel

Collecting places 

“I went here.”

Experiential 

travel

Collecting experiences 

“I did this.”

Transformative

travel

Building perspective

“I felt this, I discovered 

this.”

Pre-2004 2006-2018 2019 +



Transformative travel:

A journey of the heart
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Travellers want to be proud of their travels 
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Destination Canada’s Opportunity

At the intersection of 

Pride and Transformation 

is our opportunity to 

create emotional brand 

connections to overcome 

barriers to consideration

Pride 

in where

I travel

Opportunity
Desire for 

transformative

travel



Move Canada:

From a destination brand 
to a passion brand
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How do we get there?

Leverage Pride
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I’m proud of my destination choice
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For travellers



I’m proud of sharing my 

country with travellers
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For Canadians



Our belief

Travel should change you
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Our promise

Canada will leave a 
lasting mark on your heart
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Our message

Canada. For Glowing Hearts.
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What are glowing hearts?

Canadians and travellers creating 
emotional connections 

that last a lifetime.
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Logo with Tagline English

≈



Logo with Tagline French / Logo et slogan en français

≈



Text to come Text to come Text to come Text to come

Destination
Canada
Playbook

3.2
Applications
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Logo in use 



Ultimately we’re going to create a 
movement that destroys apathy and drives 

travellers, Canadians and the tourism 
industry to embrace our destination with 

passion and with glowing hearts. 
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We can tell the best stories about Canada, but we can’t control the 

experience. That happens on the ground. So we need to inspire pride in 

Canadians and the Canadian tourism industry to spread the love. 

Spreading the love will begin with our domestic campaign speaking 

directly to Canadians.

Spread the love —Domestic



Background — domestic campaign

One time funding of $5 million for Destination Canada to 

undertake a domestic marketing campaign.

Running from Q4 2019 - Q1 2020. 

Providing a platform to engage Canadians with the new 

Canada. For Glowing Hearts brand. 
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Campaign Strategy

Content Pillars

Winter & 

Spring 

Seasons

Non-

Compressed 

Regions

LGBTQ+Indigenous Culinary

Regional Responsibilities

1.

2.

Promote content representing 
all provinces and territories.

Promote French and 
English content



Campaign 

Tactics

1 More than Travelling Online

2

3

Bell Media Video Series
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Content Repurposing
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Podcast: Canada’s Calling

6 Social Media Activation

Owned Platform Refresh

Domestic Media Pitching7





Thank you!

Merci !


